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Lay back, relax and let Sarsen take you away to your own special Island with these soothing, romantic

tunes. Check out the latest news about Sarsen's upcoming CD on sarsen.ca. 13 MP3 Songs EASY

LISTENING: Love Songs, NEW AGE: New Age Details: SARSEN - Synthesizer Extraordinaire Born to

compose and create beautiful music, Sarsen calls on his varied, lifelong experiences to create with the

aid of synthesizers, feelings and emotions portrayed in a wide range of musical styles. An early influence

in England was hearing a very young Elton John play piano at a house party in their neighborhood. With

an avid love of music, this experience further fueled the desire to learn and play music. After studying

classical and popular music with one of England's foremost broadcasting musicians, from musician to

band leader, the passion for playing resulted in nights of entertaining and engagements that carried him

throughout England, the Channel Islands, Wales, Germany, touring the world with P&O Cruise Lines and

eventually ending up in Canada. Canada offered a new challenge and lifestyle. Tours included most of

the major cities in Canada, finally settling down on the West Coast. Playing music was in his blood and

composing seemed to come naturally. Starting in the mid-80's, bits of compositions started to form with

the urge to compose music so strong that it evolved to the point of being the major focus for Sarsen. At

present, Sarsen concentrates solely on composing, making his original compositions available on cd's.

Composing music for the pleasure of sitting back to listen to a serene, relaxing tune, to more dramatic,

formalized pieces used for corporate functions and conventions, to the more avant-garde pieces yet to

come in Sarsen's new releases - captivating, amazing, unforgettable.
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